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for example

alcohol is permitted by the governments

but alcohol is harmful…definitely !

they are allowing you to drink any amount of alcohol

you are putting fire into the body to rush the blood… 

so that you are feeling high

when you drink any spirit or alcohol 

it is entering your bloodstream

it makes your blood rush faster and faster

your heartbeat goes faster and you feel like superman

you are tiring the blood so you drink more alcohol 

the next day you are getting so tired…it is called a hangover

a hangover is nothing but the blood getting tired 

of running faster than normal 

next day you feel tired because the blood was rushing 

faster and faster…you understand ?

drugs are not as dangerous as the drug of ego and power

people in position of power are also releasing a certain adrenalin… 

a certain high…

the power trip releases a certain chemical in their bodies

if you go to a boxing match the boxer is releasing 

many toxins into the body…such a high !

poor person who is taking a drug 

is only harming the body a little and relaxing

and any drug that relaxes you allows you to have an experience 

the whole path of meditation is relaxing

and the way the society is today

those who are not taking drugs are idiots !

only intelligent people are taking drugs

because they find no meaning to what they are doing

he said to me after two days i do not know what i am doing here

he just asked me what am i doing here ?

i looked around

i said…yes what am i doing here ? i also do not know

i never forgot him since that day

i thought now he will be running away tomorrow

but he did not go anywhere

he said okay…there is no reason to be here so let us be here

now that is perfectly good reason to be here

so welcome once again…for no reason

question     i feel like i did not see you for a few years…

during this period i tasted different kinds of drugs…many different emotions 

arise…i got something like a distraction from my emotions…disattachment 

from the emotions…a quality that i can watch these emotions

so the question is the following…it is told that it is harmful to take drugs

everywhere we get fear that it is prohibited…it is harmful and things like that

but in my case i do not have bad experiences with drugs

i would like to understand what are these experiences…

i am in favour of drugs

i am not against drugs at all

it is nothing but a chemical you are introducing into the body…

to have another kind of experience

there is nothing harmful in the drug

it is giving you an altered state…another window…

so you see the same world in a different way

your body has all these chemicals within it

even things like heroin are within the body in various endorphins

whenever you come to a deep relaxation

many different drugs are released within the body to relax you deeper

drugs are not necessarily harmful
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